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Given their ubiquitous uses in implementation science, with the exception of authors of the theories, models and frameworks, it is difficult to identify or identify who to credit for each theory, model and framework. The origins of many theories, models and frameworks
remain unclear. Some theories are closely linked to a particular theory or framework, for example, CFIR [ 134 ], Normalization Process Theory [ 129 ], and even PARIHS [ 135 ] and PRECEDE-PROCEED [ 140 ]. Other theories and models were applied to specific problem areas

and have little or no link to earlier theories, models and frameworks, such as Process Mapping [ 141 ] and the Engagement Cascade Model [ 142 ]. Thus, it is important to identify and explore the origin of models, frameworks and theories to better understand the
provenance of constructs used in the models, frameworks and theories. Given the diversity of needs and benefits to organizations implementing evidence, selecting the right theory, model or framework to meet these needs and benefits is not always easy. In addition, a

variety of theories, models and frameworks may be used in a single implementation project. Thus, the team must select the right theory or model for the problem and context. This article proposes five categories of theoretical approaches to achieve three overarching aims.
These categories are not always recognized as separate types of approaches in the literature. While there is overlap between some of the theories, models and frameworks, awareness of the differences is important to facilitate the selection of relevant approaches. Most

determinant frameworks provide limited how-to support for carrying out implementation endeavours since the determinants usually are too generic to provide sufficient detail for guiding an implementation process. And while the relevance of addressing barriers and
enablers to translating research into practice is mentioned in many process models, these models do not identify or systematically structure specific determinants associated with implementation success. Furthermore, process models recognize a temporal sequence of

implementation endeavours, whereas determinant frameworks do not explicitly take a process perspective of implementation since the determinants typically relate to implementation as a whole.
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